
France claims to Northwest Africa:  

Germany, you are correct in that Britain should not get to control the entire eastern and southern 
half of Africa. For this reason alone, we support your claims, particularly to the Angolan land in 
the east. Between you and Portugal, hopefully we can keep that British Empire in check. 

We French are interested in owning African land in Northwestern Africa. Like the Portuguese, 
we too have been trading with Senegal and the Gambia since the 1560s. In 1695 we took control 
of the Gambia from the British, breaking up her monopoly of the area. We’ve controlled 43 forts 
in West Africa since 1721, after Portugal, the Dutch, and England all abandoned the area. 
Furthermore, we French are confident that this assembly will recognize our claim to Algeria, 
since we conquered it in 1830. Several French explorers have crossed the Sahara Desert. Our 
men have reached Timbuktu, Lake Chad, and the Senegal River, so it only makes sense that the 
entire area of northwestern Africa be given to us. We also claim the land of Tunisia, as we are 
hoping to build a Trans-Saharan railway from Tunisia, across Algeria and the Sahara, all the way 
to our lands in Senegal on the Atlantic Coast. Furthermore, we claim Madagascar. We plan to 
send French colonists and administers to all our French colonies are set up school, missions, 
churches, hospitals, and other civilizing improvements. We plan on teaching Africans the French 
language, and look forward to spreading the French culture abroad.    

French claims to Congo:   

Well, we certainly appreciate the work for your King is doing, we French have been exploring 
Congo as well! Pierre De Brazza went to Africa at the same time Mr. Stanley did, exploring for 
France and the Paris Geographical Society. He explored the Ogove river south of the Gaboon, 
and then the entire region of Congo, moving east to west, creating civilizing stations all along the 
way. De Brazza also established friendly relationships with the African chiefs of the area. We to 
have treaties, that place Congo not in Belgium hands, but in French hands! The city that Stanley 
names Leopoldville is right next to two cities we French own: Brazzaville and Franceville!  

  



Berlin Conference French Speech: Instructions to students  
On _____________________ you will be participating in a mock-Berlin Conference. The real 
conference was held in 1884, and it decided which European countries got to rule over which 
parts of Africa. No Africans were invited to the Berlin Conference. You will read about French 
claims to Africa and then give a speech about those claims.   
 
Reading and Speech preparation 
Answer the following questions in your notebook, using complete sentences. Be sure you 
thoroughly understand the questions/answers, because your speech must include information 
from each question.  
 

1. Where were the first French settlements in Africa?  
2. Which colonies were abandoned by European countries, later occupied by the French? 
3. What areas in Africa does France claim?  
4. Describe plans for a Trans-Saharan Railway 
5. Describe French colonialism in Algeria 
6. Where did French explorer Rene Caillie explore and claim for France?   
7. Explain Pierre De Brazza’s French claim of Congo  

Berlin Conference Speech and Participation  
Write a speech to give during the Berlin Conference. 

• Your speech must be in first person (“We French discovered...”) 
• Your speech must be at least one minute long (no longer than 5 minutes) 
• Your speech must include information from each question  
• Your speech must include at least one quote (use “quotations”) from Partition of Africa  

Speech:  
• Speak so everybody in the room can hear you 
• Use eye contact, gestures, and your voice to engage others in your speech 
• Take turns speaking during the general debate.  

During the Berlin Conference:  
• Listen to all speeches, but non-verbally react as someone from your country would react 

to each speech 
• Only speak when it is your turn, or during general debate time.  
• Complete the “Berlin Conference” worksheet throughout the Berlin Conference. 

Map: Draw in the areas that French claims  

 

 



France: Speech guide 

France claims to Northwest Africa:  

Germany, you are correct in that Britain should not get to control the entire eastern and southern 
half of Africa. For this reason alone, we support your claims, particularly to the Angolan land in 
the east. Between you and Portugal, hopefully we can keep that British Empire in check. 

We French are interested in owning African land in Northwestern Africa. Like the Portuguese, 
we too have been _____________________________________________________  
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Furthermore, we French are confident that this assembly will recognize our claim to Algeria 
because ______________________________________________________________________.  
Several French explorers have crossed the Sahara Desert. Our explorers, particularly Rene 
Caillie have explored __________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________
We also claim the land of Tunisia, as we are hoping to build a Trans-Saharan railway 
_____________________________________________________________________________
We also claim Madagascar because 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

French claims to Congo:   

Well, we certainly appreciate the work for your King is doing, we French have been exploring 
Congo as well! Pierre De Brazza 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________. 
We to have treaties, that place Congo not in Belgium hands, but in French hands! The city that 
Stanley names Leopoldville is right next to two cities we French own: Brazzaville and 
Franceville!  



 
Full text available at 

https://www.google.com/books/edition/The_Partition_of_Africa/mskTAAAAIAAJ?hl=en&gbpv=1&prints
ec=frontcover 

Relevant pages included here  

 

https://www.google.com/books/edition/The_Partition_of_Africa/mskTAAAAIAAJ?hl=en&gbpv=1&printsec=frontcover
https://www.google.com/books/edition/The_Partition_of_Africa/mskTAAAAIAAJ?hl=en&gbpv=1&printsec=frontcover
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